
Scene: All Kinds of Things
The apartment.

S
Hey so what is everything you thought about today?

H
Everything?

S
Yeah I wish I could think everything you think, fill me in.

H
Oh man.

S
Did you have any scary thoughts?

H
Big scaries? Hmm...

S
Big, big scaries.

H
Maybe! Let me…

A moment.

He thinks.
He wishes he had something deep
to impress her with.

H
Not really.

S
Okay.

A moment.

He thinks about how happy he has She is hoping for more emotional been this
week. connection this time around. She wonders why she cares



more about him than he cares
about her.
She wonders if now is a good
time to talk about this.

S
Do you think maybe I had some big scary thoughts you could ask about?

H
Oh god! Right!

S
It’s okay.

H
Did you have any big scary thoughts?

S (Deadpan)
Nope.

H
Okay. Good.

S
Yeah I had this one scary thought... feeling.
Like, maybe we should…
Work harder to um…
I feel like we’ve only ever, been having the same…

H
Is this a sex thing?

S
It is, how could you tell, yes.

H
You get all [gestures: frozen] with sex things -

S
But it’s more than just a - (sex thing)

H
Okay, / shoot -

S
It’s like… / it’s not -



H
I’m ready, I’m already into it.

S
Big scary?

H
Big scary. Show me your insides.

S
Okay.
It just felt like, before, like we became this one thing, this static thing, that wasn’t
enough for each other, either of us.
But now that we’re back -

H
We are - !

He hugs her tightly

S
We are.
But now that we’re back, you know, together - it doesn’t have to be one thing.
We don’t have to be one thing.
We can be lots of things. For each other.

H
Okay.

S
Like do you remember, that time when I tried, with the French?

He remembers. That was a very good night.

H
Oh, yeah.

S
Right?
Like that but all kinds of things.

H
Okay, yeah.



S
We’ve never -

H
Right.

S
We could be all kinds of new things, for each other.
New kinds of people.

H
All the things.

S
Yeah, all the things.

H
Okay. Yeah!

S
Yeah?

H
Yeah.

S
Okay, yeah!
I love you so much.

She is relieved and excited he is
on board. This is going so well.


